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High Gloss Additive

high gloss additive

CHARACTERISTICS

The CS High Gloss Additive is a gloss additive which increasess the gloss of the

clear coats to a maximum. Additionally to the optimal gloss the Additive optimizes

the application properties of the clear cloat and creates a perfect surface result.

Maximum high - gloss for your clear coat

Prevents subsequent shrinkage of the clear cloat

Optimizes the surface result

Prevents popping even at high thicknesses

APPLICATION

Those outstanding properties of the CS High Gloss Additive prevent even at high

layer thicknesses the popping and lead to a very user - friendly characteristics.

After drying you receive directly at the beginning an outstanding gloss with

impressive hardness. Especially with the MS - & HS - clear coats the High Gloss

Additive improves the gloss characteristics.

PRODUCT DATA

Material data:

Colour: transparent

Form: liquid

Density: 0.85 - 0.86 g/cm³

Shelf life: 24 month
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HS Clears: 7%

MS Clears: 5%

SAFETY ISSUES

The before mentioned technical data and information, especially the recommendations

for applying and using our products, are based on our current knowledge and

experience when applied under normal conditions. In practice, the materials, surfaces or

site conditions are so different that no warranty regarding the working results or liability,

arising out of any relationship, can be inferred neither from this information nor from a

verbal consultation, except we are charged with intent or gross negligence. In this case

the user is obliged to prove that he has informed us about all points required for a proper

and promising judgement in writing, in time and completely. Patent rights of any third

party are to be observed. Furthermore, our general sales and delivery Terms and

Conditions and the latest Technical Data Sheet, which should be demanded, apply.

Directions for handling and waste disposal are in our Material Safety Data Sheet and the

specifications of the Employers Liability Insurance Association for the chemical industry.
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